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Personal Social and Emotional  
Development 

 Planning for the topic 

 Starting school/nursery-what do they like?/dislike? (Links with SEAL) 

 Interests-have they changed?(links with keyworker group) 

 Daily routine-different days/times. 

 Birthdays 

 How are you feeling?  Changes in feelings-feelings tree/Nurture groups 

 Are we all the same? Different cultures-celebrations Diwali /cultural days 

 Hygiene-washing hands before cooking, after toilet etc. 

Literacy 
 Baby and now-labels/captions. 

 Read/write new area signs. 

 Mark making in new role play area– another 
year-birthdays 

 Names– using different media. 

 Descriptive captions/sentences-links with 
senses. 

Mathematics 
 Sizes-big/small 

 Different vocabulary-big, giant, huge, 
small, tiny, little etc. 

 Height/measurements-class height 
chart. 

 Shapes– in the environment 

 Birthdays-getting older-links to 
counting/1 more/less 

 Days of the week-links to counting 

  

Expressive Arts and Design 
 My Portrait-baby/now /family portraits  

 Explore colour mixing-changes 

 Shades of colour-light/dark 

 Changing families-links to experience-role play area 

 Design/make kites/ windmills etc-links to weather 

 Changes in music-loud/quiet   fast/slow 

Communication and language 
 Planning for the topic-what changes? 

 Keyworker time– discuss my day-recall 

 Starting school/nursery 

 Discuss myself and family-how have I changed? Baby/now 

 What’s the weather like today?  

 Descriptive language development-links to weather/seasons/harvest and cultural-tasting 
foods. 

  Physical Development 
 Stopping/starting 

 Changing directions 

 Changes to the body before and after exercise. 

 Different ways of moving-links to seasons/weather 

 Chopping different foods-links to harvest. 

 Creating patterns with brushes-links to weather. 

 Healthy and Unhealthy food 

Understanding the World 
 Baby and now– bring in photographs. 

 Old/new-bring things in from home. 

 Using my senses. 

 Changes in humans/animals 

 Changes in the environments-weather-
rain, snow(melting changing) 

 Seasonal changes- 

 Light and dark-links to days/seasons 

 Cooking activities-changes to mixture. 

POR Books: 
My Grandpa 
So Much 
The Acorn 
The Gruffalo (BB) 
We're Going on a Picnic! 
My First Book of Nature 
Avocado Baby 
Dear Zoo 

Book stimulus: 
My History                          My Shadow 
All about Me                        Bear Hunt 
My week                         The growing story 
How do you feel                    Titch 
Seasons                             Monkey Problem 
Weather                        Hungry Caterpillar 
                          Goldilock’s & the  3 Bears 
      Interest stories-Peppa’s Birthday 

Cornerstones: 
why do you love me? 
Why do leaves go 
crispy? 


